Tauranga City Basketball
Premier League Rules

To be eligible to play in this league Players must be fifteen years of age.
Players aged between thirteen and fifteen years may seek written
dispensation from Tauranga City Basketball.
Rules:

All teams will be playing full FIBA basketball rules

Game Duration:

4 x 10 minute quarters – full stop the clock;
2 minute break between quarters and 5 minutes at half time.

Time Outs:

2 x 1 minute time out per team in the first half and 3 x 1 minute
time out per team in second half.

24 Second Shot Clock

24 Second clock will be running

Uniforms:

All teams will be issued with TCBA uniforms which remain the
property of TCBA and must be returned at the end of the season.
All players are expected to wear this uniform whilst playing in this
league.
Failure to return the uniform will result in an invoice for the cost of a
replacement uniform ($120.00)

Scorebench:

Each team is to provide two capable people to cover their own bench.

Basketballs:

Supplied by Tauranga City Basketball.
Size 6
Women
Size 7
Men

Warm Ups:

All teams will get at least a five minute warm-up. If this is not
enough time to warm up, you will need to find an alternative space
to warm up without disrupting games in progress.

Shot Clock Rules:

As per FIBA rules, if a foul is committed in the front court a throw in
to be administered



If 14 seconds or more are displayed on the 24-second device at the time the game was
stopped, the 24-second device shall not be reset and shall remain the same



If 13 seconds or less are displayed on the 24-second device at the time the game was
stopped, the 24-second device shall be reset to 14 seconds.

If the offensive team rebounds their own missed shot, which hits the rim, the shot clock is re-set
to 14 seconds.
Substitutions:

All Substitutions to be made through the bench.
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